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Abstract: The Hotel Management Agreement was developed by Conrad N.Hilton(1887-1979) in 
the 1950s to satisfy the needs of two parties: one is the business entity wishing to enter into the 
hotel business without the know-how and brand to run the hotel, and the other is the hotel operator 
wishing to expand its chain without taking the risk of real estate investment. However, this tool had 
a potential threat of conflict. In Japan, the threat was revealed in the so-called “Tokyo Hilton case”. 
Today, not many newly incorporated operators are utilizing this magic tool. I take this situation as a 
typical case of the “Dilemma of Innovation.” 



































































 “In Japanese business ethics, a contract or agreement is considered valid so long as both 
parties want to continue it, regardless of the legal stipulations. If the conditions under which 
a contract was signed change, then Japanese feels that it is proper to renegotiate or to cancel 
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